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Technique


Beginner's guide: how to set your saddle height


British Cycling head physio Phil Burt talks through how to get your bike position right







Beginner's guide: how to set your saddle height on a road bike
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Contact Us


Want to write for RCUK? Here's how...







Contact Us
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Legal Information


Any Day Media is part of Internet Fusion Ltd.
Company Name: Internet Fusion Ltd.
Company Number: 06012780
Company Address: Internet Fusion Ltd, 2 Stone Buildings, Lincoln’s Inn, London,...
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Privacy Statement


Privacy Policy
Road Cycling UK (the “Business”) is a trading name of Internet Fusion Limited (the “Company”, “IF”, “we”, “us”, “our”).
Important information and who we are
What...
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Gear News


Mavic extends Allroad wheel range with new 650B wheelset


French brand's testing finds improved compliance, lateral stiffness, wet traction and handling over 700c options







Mavic extends Allroad wheel range with new 650B wheelset
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Gear News


Mavic launch top-end gravel shoe as part of new 'Allroad' technical clothing collection


French brand launches new apparel range aimed entirely at gravel riding market







Mavic launch top-end gravel shoe as part of new 'Allroad' technical clothing collection
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Gear News


Six highlights from Sportful's 2018 spring/summer clothing range


From the revamped BodyFit Pro jersey line-up to the all-new R&D Celsius range, we take a look through Sportful's latest clothing collection







Six highlights from Sportful's 2018 spring/summer clothing range
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Racing


Michael Goolaerts dies in hospital after suffering cardiac arrest at Paris-Roubaix


Belgian rider airlifted to Lille but passed away late on Sunday evening







Michael Goolaerts dies in hospital after suffering cardiac arrest at Paris-Roubaix
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Gear News


Campagnolo announces aero-optimised Bora WTO wheelsets


Bora WTO clincher/tubeless wheels measure 60mm deep and come with a claimed weight of 1,530g







Campagnolo announces aero-optimised Bora WTO wheelsets
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Gear News


First ride review: Campagnolo Record & Super Record 12-speed groupsets (rim and disc brake)


Campagnolo makes the jump to 12-speed, but is the extra sprocket worth it?







First ride review: Campagnolo Record and Super Record 12-speed groupsets (rim and disc brake)
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Gear News


Campagnolo launches 12-speed Record and Super Record groupsets


Italian firm ups the ante with the addition of a 12th sprocket on flagship groupsets, available with rim and disc brakes







Campagnolo launches 12-speed Record and Super Record groupsets
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Reports


Peter Sagan wins Paris-Roubaix 2018 in two-up sprint


World champion 'less tired than before' as he claims second Monument win of career







Peter Sagan wins Paris-Roubaix 2018 in two-up sprint
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Previews


Paris-Roubaix 2018: TV schedule


Watch the entire Hell of the North on Eurosport







Paris-Roubaix 2018: TV schedule
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Reports


Paris-Roubaix 2018 preview: who will win the Queen of the Classics?


Olympic champion Greg van Avermaet defends title at Hell of the North







Paris-Roubaix 2018 preview: who will win the Queen of the Classics?
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Gear News


Shimano launches 105 R7000 groupset with dedicated disc brakes


Latest 105 groupset designed to offer race performance at an affordable price







Shimano launches 105 R7000 groupset with dedicated disc brakes
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Gear News


Shimano releases Ultegra clutch rear derailleurs to eliminate dropped chains on rough terrain


Clutch technology borrowed from mountain bikes and designed to eliminate dropped chains







Shimano releases Ultegra clutch rear derailleurs with drop bar shifting compatibility
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Sportive


Win a trip to the Scottish Highlands with Komoot


Hungry for adventure? Know the best local routes to inspire other cyclists? Komoot want new Pioneers - and have a trip to Scotland up for...







Win a trip to the Scottish Highlands with Komoot
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Reports


Niki Terpstra wins 2018 Tour of Flanders: "Everything went perfect for me"


Dutchman adds solo Ronde victory to 2014 Paris-Roubaix win







Niki Terpstra wins 2018 Tour of Flanders: "Everything went perfect for me"
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Bikes


Lapierre Pulsium 900 FDJ Disc Ultimate – review


The raciest ride from an endurance bike, but it will not be to everyone's taste







Lapierre Pulsium 900 FDJ Disc Ultimate – review
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Previews


Tour of Flanders 2018 preview: seven riders to watch on Easter Sunday


Peter Sagan rolls out as favourite for Sunday's race, but it's a stellar start list set for the 102nd Ronde van Vlaanderen







Tour of Flanders 2018 preview: seven riders to watch on Easter Sunday
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Previews


The climbs of the 2018 Tour of Flanders


The Muur is back, but which other cobbled bergs will play a key part in the 101st Ronde van Vlaanderen?







The climbs of the 2018 Tour of Flanders
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Technique


How to train for short, steep climbs


Short, thigh-burning climbs take centre stage during the Classics, but how can you learn to ascend like Peter Sagan, Greg van Avermaet and co?







Climb like a Classics star: how to train for short, steep hills
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Sportive


Beginner’s guide: why should you purchase specialist cycling insurance?


Why choose a bike insurance specialist over home insurance add-ons or British Cycling?







Beginner’s guide: why should you purchase specialist cycling insurance?
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Sportive


Inspired by the Classics? Here are 15 of the UK's toughest cobbled climbs


Forget the Tour of Flanders, here are the best cobbled ascents to tackle on these shores







Inspired by the Classics? Here are 15 of the UK's toughest cobbled climbs
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Newsletter Terms & Conditions

Please enter your email so we can keep you updated with news, features and the latest offers. If you are not interested you can unsubscribe at any time. We will never sell your data and you'll only get messages from us and our partners whose products and services we think you'll enjoy.

Read our full Privacy Policy as well as Terms & Conditions.








Cookies help us deliver our services.
By using this website, you agree to our use of cookies. 
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